
Here Comes Jesus
Compte: 48 Mur: 4 Niveau: Beginner

Chorégraphe: Jytte Kristensen (DK) - 2008
Musique: Her Kommer Jesus Dine Små - Ann-Mette Elten : (CD: Vær velkommen 07)

intro: 32 counts

Diagonals, toe switches, unwind
1 - 4 shuffle diagonal forward to the right with right foot, shuffle diagonal forward to the left with left

foot
5 - 8 point right with right, step back, point left with left foot, step back, point right with right, ½ turn

right with crossed legs diagonals, toe switches, unwind
9 - 16 repeat 1 - 8

Cross shuffle left, back rock, cross shuffle right, back rock
17 - 20 with crossed legs step left with right foot, left foot beside right, step left with right foot, step

back on left foot, recover
21 - 24 with crossed legs step right with left foot, right foot beside left, step right with left foot, step

back on right foot, recover

Kick-ball-turn left * 4
25 & 26 kick with right foot, recover, step in place with left foot while turning 1/4 to the left
27 & 28 repeat 25 & 26
29 & 30 repeat 25 & 26
31 & 32 repeat 25 & 26

Turn ½ monterey to the right * 2
33 - 36 point right foot to the right, recover sliding while turning ½ to the right, point left foot to the left,

recover
37 - 40 repeat 33 - 36

Charleston
41 - 44 point right foot forward, recover, point left foot backward, recover
45 - 48 repeat 41 - 44

Repeat until restart:

when dancing the 4th section which started to the fourth wall, the music changes after count 36, the first
monterey, you are facing the first wall, start over and repeat till the end

have fun :-)

https://www.copperknob.co.uk/fr/stepsheets/75124/here-comes-jesus

